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Abstract
The identification of the unidentified EGRET sources
remains one of the outstanding problems in high-energy
astrophysics. We report the preliminary results of a survey
of 52 unidentified EGRET error boxes at galactic latitudes
>5 degrees from the plane using the Parkes radio telescope
at 20cm. Covering over 100 square degrees of sky, the 35
minute pointings using the sensitive Multibeam system
provide a nominal sensitivity to pulsars with periods >20ms
of ~0.2 mJy. We discuss both new and previously known
pulsars that have been observed by this survey and the
likelihood that they are associated with the EGRET sources.

New Pulsars

PSR J1614-22 (3.15 ms, binary)

PSR J1632-10 (717 ms, isolated)

PSR J1744-39 (172 ms, binary)

These plots show the three confirmed
new pulsars from the survey to date.
The plots on the left show 2 full pulse
profiles and a grayscale image
displaying the pulse intensity as a
function of time along with effects
caused from scintillation and/or
interference (and in the case of PSR
J1614-22, 35 min when the telescope
was off source). The maps on the
right show the tessellation pattern of
the 4x13 beam pointings using the
Parkes telescope as well as the 68%,
95%, and 99% EGRET confidence
limits on the source position. PSR
J1632-10 seems to be a “normal”
radio pulsar, but both PSR J1614-22
(a binary millisecond pulsar) and PSR
J1744-39 (a rare non- or mildlyrecycled binary pulsar in a relatively
compact (Porb of order 1 day) appear
to be particularly interesting. Timing
observations of these pulsars will
begin soon. Measurement of the
spin-down rates and positions(i.e. to
look for X-ray counterparts) will help
us determine if the pulsars could
reasonably be EGRET counterparts.

Observations / Analysis
• Data taken using the Parkes Multibeam System
(e.g. Manchester et al., 2001, MNRAS, 328, 17)
• 35 min duration, 0.125 ms sampling
• 96 x 3 MHz Channels at 20cm (i.e. 1.4 GHz)
• Sensitivity is ~0.2 mJy
• 52 node Beowulf cluster dedicated for the McGill
Pulsar group is being used for all data analysis
• Analysis includes full coherent acceleration
search for binary pulsars
• Analysis is approximately 2/3 complete
• All known pulsars in the data analyzed so far (7)
except for PSR J1636-1509 have been detected
• A re-analysis of all data for slow pulsars using
improved interference rejection is planned

Candidates
The five candidates shown here were
found during the processing of the first
2/3 of our data. Several of these
candidates have millisecond periods
and/or display a significant period
derivative implying binarity. Confirmation
observations will occur within the next
few months at Parkes and/or Arecibo.

Table 1: The Sources
The names, Galactic coords (l,b), variability parameter
(d, Thompkins 2001, PhD Thesis, Stanford), and
spectral indices (g) of the mid-latitude EGRET sources
observed (see Hartman et al., ApJS, 123, 79). The
positions of these sources are consistent with either a
Galactic Halo + Gould Belt distribution or the MSP
distribution. g-ray pulsars are expected to show little
variability. Sources with probable blazar counterparts
were not observed.

